
BRASILIA: Efforts by Brazil’s embattled gov-
ernment to push through unpopular austeri-
ty reforms face ever greater headwinds after
the eruption of a corruption scandal weaken-
ing President Michel Temer. Temer is staking
his legacy on passage of the reforms, which
center on changing the costly pension sys-
tem to increase the retirement age to 65 for
men and 62 for women from today’s 60 for
men and 55 for women.

Temer has rock-bottom public approval
ratings but he has been able to rely on a
friendly Congress since legislators
impeached leftist president Dilma Rousseff
last year, automatically raising Temer, her

conservative vice president, to the top job.
Since the Supreme Court’s decision last
week to open corruption probes on some
100 politicians, including a third of Temer’s
cabinet and many of his allies in Congress,
the president’s position has deteriorated
further. He already faces widespread anger
from voters over the austerity reforms,
which also include liberalizing labor laws
and an already-approved 20-year federal
spending freeze.

Temer says market reforms are needed
after more than a decade of leftist rule as the
only way to lift Brazil from its worst recession
in history. But on Tuesday, angry police

union members stormed the entrance of the
lower house of Congress, scuffling with con-
gressional police, to demand that police be
allowed to retire earlier. Pressure is also com-
ing from legislators themselves.

In a rare show of defiance to Temer, the
lower house on Tuesday refused to fast-track
the labor-law reforms. It then reversed this
decision Wednesday after a rowdy debate
marked by the kind of insults and shouting
matches common last year during Rousseff’s
impeachment. “Brazilian society has not
bought into these reforms,” said Sylvio
Costa, founder of the political news website
Congreso em Foco.

Temer’s legacy 
Temer has warned that unless Brazil imposes

drastic discipline on its out-of-control budget
the country faces bankruptcy. And he says that
his short presidency-he will be replaced in an
October 2018 election-is focused on this legacy,
rather than short-term goals. “My government
will not get anything out of this: I have a year
and eight months left in government. This is for
the future,” he said on SBT television last week-
end. However, the politicians Temer relies on
may be concentrating on their own reelection
chances. In addition to the presidential poll, vot-
ing will take place for the entire lower house of
Congress and two thirds of the Senate. — AFP
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LONDON: The global economy is in a broad-based upturn with
core inflation at last on the rise, according to a majority of
economists polled by Reuters, but the worldwide gains remain
under threat from trade protectionism.

Those findings come as the semi-annual gathering of
finance officials from the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank and the Group of 20 major economies kicks off in
Washington, where the case against protectionist trade poli-
cies is expected to be a major theme. Recent optimism on the
global economy found in the Reuters poll is based on manufac-
turing and trade gains in some major economies and is in line
with the IMF’s upgraded projections in its latest quarterly
World Economic Outlook. “For the first time in five years, all the
major economies seem to be growing in sync,” noted Ajay
Rajadhyaksha, head of macro research at Barclays.

“The global trade recession is over, fears of deflation have
faded even as inflation pressures seem muted and the worst
fears on global trade-such as the US immediately imposing tar-
iffs on major trading partners-have not come to pass.” The
Reuters polls of over 500 economists across Asia, Europe and
the Americas, however, suggested that concern remains about
trade nationalism. But on the economy as a whole, it revealed
upgrades, or no change to growth forecasts compared with
previous months, as well as a slightly stronger inflation outlook
across most countries. 

Global growth is forecast to rise to 3.4 percent this year, fol-
lowed by 3.5 percent next-back above the pace it was expand-
ing at before the financial crisis struck almost a decade ago.
While the latest consensus was slightly lower than the IMF’s
projection of 3.5 percent global growth in 2017, the range of
forecasts in the poll pointed to a slightly more optimistic out-
look this time around, with higher highs.

Global trade is on track to expand 2.4 percent this year after
growing at the slowest pace since the financial crisis, just 1.3
percent, in 2016, according to the World Trade Organization.

Plenty of risks 
WTO director-general Roberto Azevedo said last week

there was “deep uncertainty” about economic and policy
developments, particularly in the United States and clarity was
needed on U.S.  President Donald Trump’s “America First”
trade policies.Similar concerns were voiced by an overwhelm-
ing majority of economists who answered an additional ques-
tion in the Reuters poll, suggesting broad agreement among
economists on the need to resist protectionism. While US
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross said such warnings were
“rubbish,” because the United States was less protectionist
than its trading partners, Trump has made reducing trade
deficits a key focus of his economic agenda to try to grow US
manufacturing jobs. — AFP

Trade protectionism threatens 
economy’s broad-based upturn
Gains in manufacturing and trade lead to upturn: Poll

TOKYO: In this March 24, 2017, photo, a worker stands at a seaside construction site with the pier of a container terminal in
the background in Tokyo. Japan reports its exports rose a faster-than-expected 12 percent in March, while imports jumped
nearly 16 percent from a year earlier. — AP

Japan resists US pressure 
for bilateral trade deal

NEW YORK: Japan has less room to compromise with the
United States under a bilateral trade deal than under a multi-
lateral agreement like the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), its
deputy prime minister said, taking a swipe at US attempts to
directly pressure Tokyo into opening up heavily-protected
markets like agriculture.

Taro Aso, who heads Japan for a newly-created bilateral
economic dialogue with the United States, said that under
TPP, Japan was able to accede to more US demands as it
could make up for the losses through agreements with other
countries. “In a bilateral deal, you can’t do that. You can’t get
back what you lose from a compromise with the United
States,” Aso said in a seminar at Columbia University on
Wednesday.

Aso’s comments underscore Japan’s hopes of avoiding a
bilateral free-trade agreement (FTA) with the United States
after US President Donald Trump abandoned the 12-nation
TPP backed by his predecessor Barack Obama and Japanese
premier Shinzo Abe. Tokyo fears a two-way agreement would
expose it to stronger US pressure to open up politically-sensi-
tive markets like agriculture and beef.

After the first round of talks in Tokyo on Tuesday, Japan
and the United States remained at logger-heads on how to
frame the bilateral economic dialogue. The Trump adminis-
tration has signaled its intention to use the dialogue to
push for a two-way trade deal, while Japan wants to broad-
en the agenda to add less-thorny issues like infrastructure
investment.

Vice President Mike Pence, who headed the US delegation,
said his administration hopes the bilateral dialogue could
lead to future negotiations on a FTA.

Tax hike underway 
On domestic policy, Aso, who is also Japan’s finance minis-

ter, said budding signs of recovery in the economy and pri-
vate consumption are paving the way for Japan to proceed
with a twice-delayed sales tax hike now scheduled for
October 2019. He also warned that there was no quick fix for
the country’s tattered finances, shrugging off the chance the
central bank would resort to “helicopter money” - or direct
underwriting of public debt to fund government spending.

Aso said he was aware of proposals by some academics for
radical steps to spur growth, such as having the Bank of Japan
directly underwrite government spending or intentionally
creating sharp inflation to pay off public debt without raising
tax. “In reality, there are various problems to such ideas. For
one, it would undermine the BOJ’s independence and market
confidence over monetary policy,” Aso said.

Given Japan’s huge public debt, any signs the government
is abandoning efforts on fiscal discipline could also invite a
bust in the country’s finances or runaway inflation that would
have a detrimental effect on the public. “We can’t allow that
to happen....There’s no quick fix,” Aso said. The only way to
solve the problem would be to raise tax, cut spending and
take steps to revive the economy, he added.

“The economy is likely to do well ahead of the Tokyo
Olympic Games in 2020, so it will be easier to raise the sales
tax,” said Aso, who visited New York ahead of this week’s
meeting of the Group of 20 finance leaders’ gathering in
Washington, Dc. Japan has twice delayed the second prom-
ised tax hike after the first increase in April 2014 tipped the
world’s third-biggest economy into a recession. — Reuters 
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